
Constitution of Wolfpack Archery

Article I. Name

The name of the organization shall be “Wolfpack Archery” herein called “the Club.”

Article II. Aims of the Wolfpack Archery

2.1 The first and main aim of the Club is to facilitate the sport and art of Archery (in all
its forms) at North Carolina State University by providing coaching and a suitable
environment to new members and existing Archers.

2.2 To provide training for each archer in the abilities of archery.

2.3 To not discriminate against any person who wishes to become a member of the club.

2.4 To provide a safe and enjoyable environment for the participation of competitive and
recreational archery.

2.5 The club is affiliated with the National Archery Association (NAA) and US
Collegiate Archery Program (CAP).

2.6 The Club shall establish an executive board to run the Club, (hereafter “the Boar ”).

Article II. Mission Statement
The mission of this organization shall be to develop archery as a sport at North Carolina
State University and to prepare archers for competition in the USAA Collegiate Division.

Article III. Membership

3.1 Membership is open to all students, faculty, and staff ofNorth Carolina State
Universty and its affiliated institutions.

3.2 Only fiill-time students are eligible to represent North Carolina State Universty at
tournaments. Other members are eligible to participate at tournaments in the guest
division.

3.3 All members must be members of the NAA as well as meet all the eligibility
requirements of CAP.

3.4 All members are expected to fulfill duties to the club. For example, each member
must take responsibility for equipment assigned to them and assist in preparing and
dismantling targets during practice.



3.4 All members are expected to act in a professional and sportsmanlike manner.

3.5 Members persisting in actions which are against the Health and Safety rules or Basic
tenets of the Club will be warned, and are liable to be disqualified/expelled from the club
should the actions continue.

3.5a Expulsion is decided by vote of The Executive Board

3.5b There must be a majority vote by the members of the Executive board for
expulsion to take place

3.50 The individual charged will be given a chance to plea their case to the
committee before voting.

3.5d Membership shall be refused to persons of previously revoked membership,
or who are under current suspension.

Article IV. Meetings

4.1 There will be at least one general body meeting a month: an introductory meeting for
new and returning members. The date, time and location shall set by the Executive Board
and announced through the club mailing list at least five academic days before the
meeting.

4.2 The executive board may arrange other general body meetings as needed as well meet
to discuss any club matter that is deemed to be of importance to the Club.

4.3 A suggested agenda for each meeting is as follows:

a) Opening of Meeting.

b) Minutes from previous meeting and Matters Arising.

c) Reports of the Club Standing and Special Committees and Matters Arising

(1) Officers Reports and Matters Arising

e) Elections if needed

g) Any Other Business.

4.4 Records of all meetings will be held in the form of minutes.



4.5 Special Committees shall be set up for specific events and shall dissolve on the
completion of its’ task, presenting a final report to the higher Committee or to the
Members, depending on where the mandate for it to be set up was exercised.

Article V. Officers

5.1 An Executive Board will conduct the Clubs administration. This committee shall not
operate autonomously; planned activities, buying of equipment, and administering other
club matters must satisfy all club members.

5.2 There shall be 3 (three) positions on the executive board: President, Vice President,
and Treasurer.

5.2a. The duties of the President are as follows:

- Represent the club on the Club Sports Council and act as a liaison.

- Make sure the club has an up-to-date constitution.

- Maintain a current team roster and submit it to the Club Sports Office as
well

- To chair at official meetings and ensure the coherent organization of the
other committee members

- To advise secretary on meetings agenda’s.

- Have casting vote in the event of a tie on any issue.

5.2b. The duties of the Vice President are as follows:

- assumes the duties ofthe President in their absence

- Represent the team at all tournaments.

- Coordinate registration, transportation and lodging for tournaments.

- Coordinate and attend all practices.

Recruit and assist in training new members.

5.2c. The duties of the Treasurer are as follows:



- Orangizing affliliations with NAA/CAP, specifically making sure that
each member has paid their NAA dues and are up to date.

- Keep records ofwho has paid their NAA dues and when they need to
renew.

- Be in charge of finding alternate sources of funding for club events when
needed.

- Make sure there is a club account set up for any funds donated.

- be responsible for all financial matters pertaining to the Clubs activities.

5.3 There shall also be two non-executive positions: Webmaster and Secretary.

5.3a. The duties of the Webmaster are as follows:

- Develop and maintain the team website.

- Post meeting times, announcements, practice and tournament schedules,
tournament results and photos.

5.3b. The duties of the Secretary are as follows:

- Providing secretarial support to the club committee and issuing the
minutes of meetings to club members

- Informing members of any upcoming events

5.4 All executive board positions must be held by full-time Students.

5.5 The same officer may hold more than one executive position.

5.6 The executive board may create non-executive positions and committees as needed.

Article VI. Elections

6.1 Only club members will be entitled to vote and then are only entitled to one vote per
member.



6.2 Members may nominate any returning member for an executive position, as long as
he meets the requirements for that position. The candidate with the most votes wins the
position. The executive board will break ties.

6.3 The newly elected executive board will assume power at the start of the next
academic year and remain in power for one academic year.

6.4 Any member may assume a non-executive position with the approval of the executive
board.

6.5 If a position is vacant, the executive board may appoint an interim officer to serve
until the next election.

Article VII. Funds

Any and all funds received for the use of Wolfpack Archery will be handled by the
Treasurer.

Article VIII. Coaching

8.1 The coach will serve as a volunteer to the club.

8.2 He or she must be knowledgeable about archery and capable of providing instruction
to all members regardless of experience level. He or she should attend all practices and
tournaments and assist in decisions made by the executive board.

8.3 If the coach believes that a member is not prepared to compete, he or she may
disallow that member from participating in tournaments until the member has completed
a sufficient amount of training.

Article IX Practices

Practices shall occur atleast twice a month where the team can get totgethor at a
predefined location with the coach and practice for upcoming tournaments and events.

Article X. Ratification
This constitution will be available for all members to approve during the first general
body meeting ofthe academic year. If a member disagrees with the contents of this
constitution, he or she may discuss the disagreement with the executive board. If the
executive board determines the claim to be legitimate, the club will discuss the claim, and
all present members may vote on a resolution. A simple majority is needed to accept a
resolution, and the executive board will break ties. After all resolutions have been agreed
upon, or if there are no disagreements by the end of the meeting, then this constitution
will be considered to be ratified.



Article XI. Amendments
Amendments to this constitution may be suggested at any point during the academic year.
The executive board will arrange a general body meeting during with all present '
members may vote on the amendment. A 2/3 majority is needed to accept the
amendment. All members Club must be made aware of the proposed amendment vote no
less than two days before next club meeting.

Article XII. By-Laws
By—laws may be suggested at any point during the academic year. The executive board
will arrange a general body meeting during which all present members may vote on the
by—law. A simple majority is needed to pass the by-law, and the executive board will
break ties.

12.1 All members must be members ofthe National Archery Association in order to
compete at Indoor Nationals. Archers must pay their own NAA membership fees.

12.2 Club complaint procedure

12.2a This procedure is to allow club members to raise complaints about issues
ofwhich they deem to be very important.

12.2b Complaints should be initially addressed to the President. If this does not
prove satisfactory (or is unsuitable) then a written complaint should be made to
the Vice President. A reply will be received within seven days after the Executive
Board has been convened to address this issue.

12.3 While any student ofthis organization or activity is on probation, as described in the
current suspension policy, that student will be expected to not serve in any leadership,
performance, or representation capacity which involves a significant responsibility and
time commitment away from academic work.

Article XIII. Declaration

As a club official I agree to abide by and enforce the rules ofthe club constitution and
office to which I hold.



This is a written request requesting the formation of Wolfpack Archery as a club and club
sport.

The main aim of Wolfpack Archery is to facilitate the sport and art of Archery (in
all its forms) at North Carolina State University by providing coaching and a suitable
environment to new members and existing Archers. We also aim to provide training for
each archer in a safe and enjoyable environment in competitive and recreational archery.
This club plans to be affiliated with National Archery Association (NAA) and US
Collegiate Archery Program (CAP) and compete in CAPS archery competitions in the
USAA Collegiate Division.

Our long term goal is to survive as a club/club sport at NCSU, become the best
archers we can be, invite and welcome new students to the wonderful world of archery,
and hopefully bring home some wins to NCSU in CAP’s USAA Collegiate Division. Our
short term goals consist mainly of recruiting new members, training for archery
competitions, and becoming officially recognized with NCSU SORC and Club Sports
Council.

Right or main need from the NCSU SORC and Club Sports Council is to be
recognized as an official organization. We will also be needing use of the archery range
on CT 11 in Carmichael gymnasium for practices. We hope to receive some fiinding from
the Club Sports Council as well as the Student Government Association in due time after
we are officially recognized.

Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon,

President of Wolfpack Archery,

CMWWM 00rd

Christopher Arwood
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Risk Assessment Safety Report
February 17, 2008

History Of ARCHERY

Archery is one of the oldest arts of ancient times which is still practiced today. From its first
development until the 15003, the bow was man's constant companion and has been the
most widely used of all weapons in recorded history. The bow allowed the prehistoric
human to become the most efficient hunter on earth, providing him safety, food and raw
materials such as bone, sinew and hide. From that time on, archery has played an
important role in many of the world's civilizations.

Starting with the reign of William the Conqueror, the bow was England's principal weapon of
national defense for several centuries. Around the year 1200, Genghis Khan and his
Mongol hordes conquered much Of the known world employing short, powerful bows. For
Native Americans, archery was the means of subsistence and existence during the days of
English and later American colonization. Finally, after the bow's replacement by firearms as
a weapon of war, archery became a favored sport, thus securing its continuous practice
throughout history.

According to Encyclopedia Britannica, archery's importance as a cultural advance ranks
with the development of speed and the art of making fire. The use of the bow appears in
folklore from over 3000 years ago, although its invention predates that era.

The development of archery followed a course of key innovations by many historical
cultures. About 3500 BC., Egyptians were using bows as tall as themselves. Their
arrowheads, originally constructed of flint, were later made of bronze. Almost 2000 years
later, the Assyrians developed the shorter recurve bow, which provided more power and
easier handling. One central Asian clan, the Parthians, became famous for their ability to
shoot backwards from a galloping horse, making the Parthian shot a meaningful phrase in
our language. At about 1200 BCE, the Hittites developed the skill of shooting from moving
chariots, and around 500 AD, the Romans, formerly second-rate archers, began to draw the
arrow to the face rather than the chest, giving the shot more accuracy.

There are many legendary stories and heroes which find their roots in archery. Homer's
hero, Odysseus, reclaimed his wife and household upon his final return through his ability
with his bow. The ancient Olympic games, tradition holds, were founded by an archer
named Hercules. The Games featured archery with tethered doves as the targets. Target
archery is also seen in the legends of Robin Hood and William Tell, which show the respect
that the English had for great archers. In Japan, the practice of Kyudo and Yabusame
raised archery from mere discipline to an art form and a philosophy of life.
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Crossbows and the later developed longbow were the primary defense against massed
cavalry. In the battles of Crecy and Agincourt in France, in the 14th century, English
longbows overcame frightful odds against mounted, fully armored knights to win the
advantage. These longbows had draw weights of from 60 to 120 pounds, and were often
used at ranges up to 250 yards. From 1330 to 1414, English kings banned all other sports
because they diverted time from archery and a royal decree of 1363 required all Englishmen
to practice archery on Sundays and holidays. The advent of gunpowder lead to a decline in
popularity for archery as a tool of war, but it never completely died away, particularly among
peasant poachers in the King's woods.
The National Archery Association (NAA) of the United States (this country’s archery
governing body as set by the United States Olympic Committee) had its origin as a result of
just such a turn in our own country's history. After the Civil War, Confederate soldiers were
not allowed to own firearms. Two brothers - J. Maurice and William H. Thompson - learned
to hunt with the bow and arrow and became accomplished archers in Florida. Maurice's
seminal book, “The Witchery of Archery,” along with his poetry, continues to charm people
to archery to the current day. They were both founding members of the NAA in 1879 at
Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Archery tournaments, as we know them today, can also be traced back to England.
Competitions were held as part of community festivals as early as the 17th century. By
about 1600, three kinds of shooting were practiced in England, and they still survive in some
form. In butt shooting, the ancestor of Olympic target archery, bowmen aimed at targets
mounted on earthen butts at ranges of 100 to 140 yards.

Archery became an official event in the modern Olympic Games in 1900 and was also
featured in 1904, 1908 and 1920. International rules had not yet been developed, though,
and each host country used its own rules and format. Because of the resulting confusion,
the sport was eliminated from the Olympic program until 1972.

The Federation Internationale de Tir a I'Arc (FITA), was founded in 1931 as the international
governing body for the sport of archery. The organization implemented standardized,
international rules for competition which allowed the first World Championship to be held
that same year.

In 1972, after enough countries had adopted FlTA's rules, archery was re-admitted to the
Olympic Games. Since that time, technology has greatly advanced the equipment, and
some competitive formats have become obsolete. Archery has become wedded to skiing in
the sport of Ski-Archery, with running in Arcathalon, and the compound bow, invented in
1966 by Wilbur Allen of Missouri, has been accepted in FITA but will not be a part of the
Olympic Games.
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Introduction to ARCHERY

I. Colleqiate Archery Disciplines

> Target - At the collegiate level, the most commonly practiced form of archery is
“simple" target archery. Target tournaments are held both indoors and outdoors.
Archers shoot from a ground-marked line which runs parallel to a line of targets.
Shooting distances vary from 18 meters (indoor) to 90 meters (outdoor), with
target sizes ranging from 40 centimeter diameters to 122 centimeters. Targets
have multi-colored concentric circles which are given point values. The innermost
ring (“bulls—eye") is given a point value of 10, down to the outermost ring with a
value of 1. Most target tournaments involve the shooting of 60 to 150 arrows,
over several distances and sizes of target face.

Field Field archery is a challenging outdoor discipline in which the archer takes
on the terrain and weather as well as the target. A course is set up over several
acres of land with up to 24 targets prepared in special shooting “lanes.” Typically,
an archer is required to shoot three arrows at each target. Distances range from
10 to 60 meters and target sizes vary from 20 to 80 centimeters. Collegiate
archers rarely participate in field archery tournaments. The Wolfpack Archers
have no plans at this time to compete in field archery events as a team.

ll. Archery Equipment

Modern target archery bows are sophisticated machines. Bows are typically made
from cast or machined magnesium and aircraft grade aluminum, with laminates of
graphite, fiberglass, and wood used for the bow's limbs. Space age, non-stretch
materials are used for bowstrings. Arrows are made from aluminum tube and/or
carbon fiber to provide a combination of strength and lightness.

There are two main styles of target bow - compound and recurve.

>
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Recurve - Recurve equipment is the classic archery style and is the only type
permitted in the Olympic Games. In the recurve style, few technical devices are
permitted to enhance accuracy, assuring that the archer’s strength and skill
become the main factors that determine performance.



>
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Compound - Compound style equipment is much more technically sophisticated
than recurve, with the bows employing wheels or “cams” at the tip of the limbs.
Acting on a lever principle, these wheels allow an archer to draw and aim a bow
with relative ease. Compound style shooting also permits the use of hand—held
“triggers" for releasing the bow-string, and telescopic sights that increase
accuracy. The Wolfpack Archers have no plans to shoot compound at this time.



IV.

Cost of Archery Equipment

Target archery equipment is high-tech, reliable, extremely safe, and accurate. Target
archers DO NOT shoot arrows or attachments which are designed to cause injury.

Price wise, the equipment is roughly equivalent to new golf gear. A considerable
second hand market for archery equipment exists within most archery clubs, with
trade at prices typically 50°/o-75% of the original cost.

The following prices for new equipment should be taken as a guide only, as some
variation can be expected from shop to shop.

> Bow - New bow prices range from around $200-$500 for quality introductory-
level gear, up to $1500-$2000 for competitive equipment (such as used by
international contenders).

> Arrows - Arrows made from aluminum or composites of aluminum and carbon
range in price from $100-$500 per dozen. These prices are for fully constructed
arrows, cut to size, with points, nocks, and feathers (or plastic “fletches”).

> Accessories — Accessories for the advanced archer may include a belt and hip
quiver, locking case, finger tab/release aid, sight, and stabilizers, etc. Depending
on an archer’s involvement and commitment to high level competition, these items
can run from $20-$ 1500.

Archery Tournaments

> Indoor - The program for a typical target archery indoor tournament might run
something like this:

. 30 arrows shot at a distance of 18 meters
break until the following day (though it is possible to pause only for lunch)
30 arrows shot at a distance of 18 meters

Arrows are shot in sets of 3. A set of 3 arrows in target archery is called an “end.”

The scoring and retrieval of arrows takes places after each end. Ten consecutive
ends, each shot at a three minute time duration, completes each of the distance
secfions.

> Outdoor - The program for a typical archery outdoor tournament might run
something like this (this format is FlTA regulation):

36 arrows shot at a distance of 90/70 meters (men/women)
break for lunch
36 arrows shot at a distance of 70/60 meters (men/women)
break until the following day
36 arrows shot at a distance of 50 meters (men/women)
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break for lunch
. 36 arrows shot at a distance of 30 meters (men/women)

Arrows are shot in sets of 6 at the long distances and sets of 3 at the short distances.

The scoring and retrieval of arrows takes places after each end. 6 consecutive ends,
each shot at a 3 or 4 minute time duration, completes each of the distance sections.

V. Shootinq Control and Safety

National Archery Association registered clubs take pride in their careful conduct. Special
rules and procedures have been developed for the safe conduct of practices and
tournaments - a care that has assured archery an extremely safe record as a sport.
Although safety guidelines for the Wolfpack Archers are discussed in further detail in a later
portion of this document, an outline of the rules and procedures governing safety and
shooting control follows:

>
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Control of the practice or tournament is in the hands of a “Range Captain.”
Archers must obey the instructions of the Range Captain at all times.

Equipment inspections may be conducted before shooting commences. Archers
may not take the field with equipment deemed unsafe by a judge or event
organizer. Tight fitting clothing should be worn to prevent fouling by bowstrings.
Long hair should be tied back for the same reason.

A drawn bow must only be pointed towards the designated target and only then if
it is intended to be shot.

No person may go fonNard of the shooting line unless the Range Captain has
signaled that it is safe to do so.

Before each end archers must remain at or behind the designated waiting line.
The signal to move to the shooting line is 2 blasts of a whistle.

During the act of shooting an archer must have one foot wholly behind the
shooting line, or both feet on the shooting line. Archers must exercise care during
shooting to assure that their equipment at no time obstructs or interferes with the
equipment of other competitors.

When satisfied that the field is clear, the Range Captain signals the
commencement of shooting for that end with a single blast of a whistle.

After shooting each end, each archer must quietly vacate the shooting line and
retire to a position behind the waiting line. The signal to cease shooting and retire
to the waiting line is 2 whistle blasts.

A time limit of 4 minutes for 6 arrows applies, unless the Range Captain has
ascertained that all archers have retired beyond the waiting line before the 4



VI.

VII.

minutes have elapsed. Any arrow shot after the cessation whistle brings a
penalty: the archer must forfeit the highest scoring arrow for that end.

> When the Range Captain has ascertained that all archers have retired beyond the
waiting line, 3 whistle blasts are signaled to allow archers to proceed to the
targets to score and recover their arrows. Archers score and collect their arrows
simultaneously.

> An emergency or “danger” signal to cease shooting is 4 or more whistle blasts.
All archers must immediately cease shooting and retire to the waiting line upon
the emergency signal.

> Archers must not run to the target to collect arrows, and should look for arrows
lodged in the ground short of the target (in order to avoid leg injuries when
approaching the target).

> When drawing arrows from the target care must be taken to see that no person is
in the path of the rear end of the arrow as it is removed.

> After each end, archers should carefully inspect their arrows for damage.
Damaged arrows must be discarded.
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Gettinq Started In Tarqet Archery

The most important part of getting started in target archery is to obtain correctly fitting
equipment. Each archer's natural eye dominance, strength threshold, draw length,
and required arrow length and stiffness have to be worked out in advance in order to
guarantee an equipment set-up that is sensible, safe, and comfortable to use.

Qualified Coaching

The National Alliance for the Development of Archery (NADA) is a non-profit alliance
of certified archery instructors. Its mission is to encourage qualified individuals to
become certified instructors using course materials developed by the NAA, the
governing body for US Olympic archery. It is the hope of the Wolfpack Archers that
we will be able to participate in this program and greatly improve our knowledge of
coaching such a great sport. Until then Coach Rex Smith has agreed to help us with
the Coaching requirement.
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Wolfpack Archery RANGE RULES

Archery is one of the safest sports we can do, but there are some precautions that need to
be considered before, during and after shooting:

>
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A bow must not be loaded with an arrow unless standing on the “Shooting Line”
and the signal to start shooting has been given.

A loaded bow must only be pointed at the assigned target. It must not be pointed
at another person.

An arrow must not be shot straight up into the air.

Archery equipment must be used in places that are especially set up for target
practice - such as indoor and outdoor target ranges. Targets should be set up to
insure that no one can be accidentally hit by a stray arrow.

A cracked or bent arrow must never be shot.

A person must never stand in the shooting lane fonNard of an archer about to
shoot

While someone else is shooting, other’s eyes and minds should be kept alert for
possible danger.

Where possible danger exists, one must not shoot.

At least one member of a group should always remain standing in front of the
target while others are searching for arrows.

When each student has finished shooting their arrows, they should stand back
from the shooting line so the instructor or teacher can clearly see that they have
finished.

One must always keep to the marked path from each target to the next shooting
stand.

Only when everyone has finished shooting should the signal to move fonNard to
collect the arrows be given.

If an arrow or part of equipment is dropped in front of the shooting line while
shooting is in progress, it can only be picked up after shooting has stopped.

Walk forward to collect the arrows, never run.
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Always walk up to the side of the target butt, so as to not to accidentally walk into
the rear of the arrows lodged in the target.

One person at a time should withdraw their arrows from the target.

One must always use a bow stringer for recurve bows. This will reduce the
possibility of damage to the bow and injury to the person.

One must check his/her bow for cracks or twisting. If you in doubt of your
equipment’s safety, have it checked by a coach or instructor before continuing to
shoot

When withdrawing arrows from the target, make sure no one is standing in front of
the target or in the way of the withdrawn arrows. Withdrawing the arrows may
require some force and the arrows may come out suddenly from the target butt
and the rear end of the arrow could hit someone standing in front of the target.

When carrying arrows, always hold them to the side.

After each end, everyone must return to the shooting line and the range must be
checked to make sure no one is behind the target butts or in the safety zone
before the signal to commence shooting is given.

if any person or animal (i.e. dog) enters the safety zone while shooting is in
progress, the emergency signal must be given, and all shooting must stop
immediately! Even if the bow is held at full draw and the signal is given, the arrow
must not be released. The bow should be pointed at the ground and the
bowstring let slowly forward. The arrow should be removed from the bow until the
range is clear.

The coach or instructor will keep a close watch not only on the students, but also
on the archery range to ensure it remains clear of people.



Wolfpack Archery RISK

ASSESSMENT

Activities usually carried out by the club:

> Archery Practice -dain/weekly
> Competition - NC and the US

Personal Safety

Hazard Risk Factor Risk management
ngryegizrfilirg'fgg‘égge'3183:3152? Ensure archers tie back long hair and remove
etc. become entangled with string Moderate loose/dangling jewellery which might entangle With
on release resulting in personal
injury.

bow string. Instruct new archers in appropriate
clothing for the sport.

Equipment Set-up and Use

Hazard Risk Factor Risk management
' Instruct archers in correct assembly of equipment

. . . including limb assembly and stringing / de-stringing.
L'mb bolts work loose resulting m Moderate Regularly (monthly) inspect limb bolts and nuts forbow coming apart In use. . . ,Signs of excess wear. Check nOVIces bow setup

before shooting.
Target stand mishandled. Target Instruct archers in the handling of stands and butts.
butt may fall on archer resulting in Moderate Instruct archers not to lift stands alone and in
personal injury. correct technique for mounting the butt on stand.
Target hurt I stand not secured. Instruct archers in method for securing butts toTarget butt may fall on archer .. . . . Moderate stand / ground. Do not allow shooting to commence
resulting m personal injury or until all tar ets a ro riatel secureddamage to arrows. 9 pp p y ‘
Archer’s arrows too short. Arrows Check arrow length for all new archers using the
may be drawn off the arrow rest Low prescribed technique. Issue only arrows of required
and may be loosed into the bow minimum length. Do NOT allow archers to shoot if
hand. arrows of the required length are unavailable.

. . . Instruct beginners with light weight bows (18 - 20 lb
5:: 0f inappropriate draw weight Moderate @28"). Ensure archers purchasing own equipment

' receive appropriate advice.
. _ Ensure all archers use appropriate arm protection

Ne)” archers ”Tay mis release the . and beginners are closely supervised. Ensurestring resulting in the string striking High h . t t d t tt h . fthe archers elbow forearm. arc .erslare ins ruc e as o correc ec nique or
pOSitioning bow arm.

Risk from arrows in ground /target. Instruct archers in these hazards and of the
Arrows which have fallen short of importance of approaching the target with caution.
or behind the target may cause Instruct new archers in the correct technique for
personal injury if walked run into. Moderate drawing arrows from the butt. Do NOT allow
Arrows in the target represent a anyone to run on the range or to wear open toed
hazard to approaching the target shoes. Ensure lost arrows are reported and every
and may result in personal injury. effort is made to locate them.
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Bow string breaks while archer at
full draw. String may strike archers
head or arms resulting in personal
injury.

Moderate
Regularly (weekly) inspect strings for wear. Check
for worn or broken end servings and broken.
Discard strings with broken strands and repair
strings with worn servings.

Bow limb or riser fails while archer
at full draw. Parts of limb may
strike archer’s head or arms
resulting in jury to the struck part.
In extreme cases this may include
damage to or loss of an eye or
maino-facial fractures.

Moderate

Regularly inspect limbs for signs of cracks or splits.
Warn new archers against "dry loosing" bows as
this may promote early failure. Discard and replace
limbs thought to be damaged or unsafe on
inspection. Do NOT shoot lightweight carbon
arrows from wooden bows, wooden arrows from
high weight recurve, or any compound bows.

Worn or damaged arrow or part
thereof fails during shot. Damaged
nocks may result in arrow leaving
bow unpredictably or result in a dry
loose.

Low

After each end inspect arrows for loose or damaged
nocks. Check for loose points. Replace any loose
or damaged nocks or points. Examine arrows for
cracks. Discard any arrows showing signs of
structural damage — do NOT attempt to repair
arrows showing signs of structural damage.

Release aid rope or other
mechanical release failure. This
may result in facial injury.

Low

At the beginning of each session/practice inspect
release aid ropes for wear. Replace any showing
significant wear. Instruct archers in the proper use
of release aids and how to avoid triggering during
the draw.

Control of Shooting

Hazard Risk Factor Risk management

Inadequate control of shooting may
result in personal injury to an
archer or spectator

Low

Shooting MUST always be under the control of an
experienced archer acting as the Range Captain or a
qualified Coach. AII archers must understand that
this person is in charge of the shoot and must obey
his/her commands.

Incorrect range layout results in
personal injury to spectators or
archers.

Low

The range MUST be secure and laid out in
accordance with the NAA Rules of shooting.
Shooting must not begin if this is not the case.
Spectators and participants must be advised where
they may and may not stand while shooting is in
progress.

Arrows inadvertently shot outside
of safety area may result in
personal injury to spectators or
archers

Low

Archers must be made familiar with and adhere to
NAA Rules of shooting. Any archer deemed by the
Range Captain or Coach not to be doing so should
be asked to leave the field. In particular archers
must not be allowed to use any form of "high draw"
and should be asked to ensure that the point of the
arrow is not raised significantly above the nock.

A person or animal straying into the
safety area may receive personal
injury from arrow or other
equipment projected towards the
target

Low

Ensure that the range is laid out according to the
NAA Rules of shooting and that the safety area is
observable at all times. In particular ensure that
access past the shooting line to indoor ranges is
secured before shooting commences. The Range
Captain AND Archers must remain vigilant and
suspend shooting if the safety area is violated.
People shall not be able to enter the shooting area
without passing a suitable barrier warning that
beyond which a danger exists. Ensure that
spectators and those waiting to shoot remain behind
the waiting line. Ensure all participants are familiar
with commands to start and stop shooting. Do not
allow anyone to cross the shoot line except when
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instructed to do so by the Range Captain.
Competitors / officials at risk from
elements. When shooting outdoors, Shooting should be suspended at the first sign of

travelling to a competition.

an archer or his/her equipment may Low thunderstorms in the immediate vicinity and not
be struck by lightning and resumed until it has passed.
electrocuted.
Accident occurs while in vehicle Moderate Ensure that only registered drivers with safe records

are responsible for transportation.
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Related ARTICLES and STATISTICS

21$ ARCHERY A SAFE SPQRT‘? YES!

WHAT RESEARCH REVEALS‘ ABQUT THE SAFETY OF ARCHERY
Ardwry has berm part of countless intreducrcry pragrama imiucfing physics! education in
mhwia summer camp& grants. 4+1 {3111135.- and community recreatiunal prngrama, to mama a
few. 'Thrrjughout itss rang history in recreaticznai sports: arclzrzry ranks:- as mm of the safest
activities affered in any organized gmup setting. Especialry impressive is the fact that arrhery
maénta'ins a command}! high safety retard despite the fast that participants.- range from
grad§~$crmi children to whim citizenfi, many 0f when“: have never before picked up a
haw and arrow.
firmer)! has becoma inareassingiy papuiar in racism years as schmls and recreationa! prngrams
revive to find activitias that appeal to famriiefir hath genders. and at! age gmups in a variety of
group settings. Educatcrs, group leaders and recreation instructors find army is 3an and ea sit};
warned. Bragr‘nners became proficient with minimal aaaistanca, and they improve thgir skills quickly
with practice.
res mere adminiatratom at Samara 33mm, cluba and recreatimal program considar adding an
archery program, safety quartiomr 03‘th arise. Thia repart addrwsaa those cancems: and aim
compares archery-23 safety record with the safaty reward of many recreatianat activitieg that
reguiarry draw mare experienced participantsr
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COMPfiRi$0M 0F S?€)RT$ PARTEIC!PMIGN AND WJURY RATES
The Ufit Canwmer Product fiatety Commiasian (t: 93C) aperates, the “autism: Elmtmnic injury
fitarveiltame gystem {NEififij‘h Mich is a database used it: track Wpitai injuries far more than
3.5(030 kinds, at consumer preclucts waved in 24mm and rgcrgatimai activities in and around homes:
and schmis‘ Data tram the #45155 are a criticat ramume far canwmer groups, manufacturing and
industry arganizatiam, the: media, maximum ramarchers and attumeya. The data are aim mac!
by the Centars far Climafie Cantm! and Pretentiun which i5 sane of the 13 major operating comm»
meats 0f the {immanent of Health and Human ”Services! the principa! agency in the United flaws
government fcsr pmtwting the heatth and Satay of mermanss. Organizations Rite the National Safety
Commit, a nonpmfit, mngmemmantai, intamaticnal gamma: organizatian 5630 use the data from
NEISS t9 cmmpiie its amwat ngury Facts pubiicatianz.
We queried the NEISS database "to detarmk‘se tha safety of archatiy campareti to other spurts; We
mmgared this tnform-ation to the data on participatim thained from Sam internatianal {BGMAR
a gisbai trade: associatim {if manufacturars, retailztrt: and marketgrs in the sports prnduc'tairxfiustry The SQMA provides estimates of tha numbar of participantg in a number at sperm and
recreatiafia! activitim inciuding fishery, thmugh an annuai survey conducted far them by Amerinan
Sports mam: inc‘ Eince SGMA only tracks partitipation far ages 6 and £1:me W? queried thg NEISS
database for safety data for swam! sperm beginning at age 6.
711ng data indicate that archery i3 (me of this safést sperm. with an injury rate of tests than oneincident per 1700C} participants, in 2004 (Tabte 1}, Recreational! activitieg :ike gait and fishing have
an injury rate of up to 1,5 to 2 timas the rate for ardvary (Figure 1), Common sports like soccer.
basebafl and batsketbati have injury rates 15 to 25 times that of archery {Figure 1)‘ Because the
Nationai Safety Cauncii cautians about camulating iajury rates from these data. we premad theraw isfsj‘ury and participatim numbers it: We Sparta; Partinipatim and injury Table (Table 1) so you
can:3112132 far ywrsetf,

Figure 1. minty ratea pgr ’1m0participantta in 3mm sports; from 21300 through 2004‘

”AMERY, Hm;

15.1%":

16,39
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SPORTS PARTECWATIBN ANS lNJURY RATES

Table '1 . Injury data far particigmntg in yauth tapartg in 2004.
mm warmer Esmmtad Miami? Sammy! Karma“ 333% Rate m?at 633%” P iat Cages“ at anicgmw amcpantsfi

mama 11363 393.038 16,&36,Q00 23.92
Basketball: 15.353 557.815 34,223,000 16.30
Eastman 4,050 354,3?3 mama 1533
msmfi 337 32.691 2.303.600 14.19
Show!“ 4.819 11mm 13.90%}.{100 30.7?
1m Hams? 548 20.21 1,93%.000 10.12
WM! 2.6% muse 16,326,090 6.90
{3%an 763 28397 4,131,0G0 6.80
(Emits-ms 96'? 30,326 6,273,060 E.“
“meme! Riding 1,670 mm: 24,635,004: 5.99
M83431“. L350 5532‘! 22.31.16.006 2.51
“it“? “33% 931 37.28%» 1?,348,fi00 2.15
3% 53(35wa 576 19,589 14.“sz 1.33
Gar-if ‘3'?!) 33,830 25,?23,000 1.29
“$53M 1.164 151%.??? 47.806300 {2?
Tami: sag 21.319 magma 1.16

36% 382 15AM": $3,663,000 0.31
mm: 42 1,3233 6,432,000 0.29
T3331: Ennis 3? 1,31%? 14$36,000 0.09

* mes-.45 data are {mm the mama! Emumfia injury mwillame figment and rwants the: Mam-at»; mam actuaxiymama the inwmwtim," gxfiéim arse {mm Naticzml Emccmmc lrijy ’Eeurwmmm fiymm m2! repa‘ewntsa Mimi“ mximwida trauma: mm an
‘ Them data mfmm the Sporting fiend Wmfmers£45.:mean Mama-3mm) for 333553 $ and 9m Mm 1m wtkipatedat M9: 9mg per {mm5 Tm. rate mswhalm by dividing the: lumbar arr estimated mew by {he mmmr at patigipammm! maimed by 1 me. 111::Miami fiafety mama dmwages wig gammaamuse the.'mfimy and duration 23f participant) of wish mart is rot krmm
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lNSU'RANCE [NBUSTRV SAFETY RATWBS .

SAFETY RATWGS FIRQM THE ififiURANCE MDUSTR‘I
Th9 $an regard 9f archery .523 also recqgfiized by the insurance industry Based on Magma from injury
repartfs, aha atandard genera! iiabitity wwraga imimain'ed by mast organizatioaw has been determined sufficient
far ardwry, in them situations» no additiana! paiicy amend-Wins are needed Wen adding an archery program.

insurance brokgr Francis L‘ Egan & ASSOCiatéfi‘ rates; archery in the 53mg c1353 a5 badminton, boarding cross
canntry, wanting, gait; handbalt, rowing, tennis and track amen calculating poticy premiuma Among mg sports that
requira the higtmt insurance pmmiuma for emerage by Frame: L. (man a; Associates are bassketbafl.
cheafléading and votiaymn.
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iNSURANCE iNDUSTRV SAFETY RATINGS

fipo-rtscovafi, an intasmatianai inwramm campany that: spatiaiizsas in sewerage for aporting activities. hag
devalnp'ed a youth irjury calcuiawr that famors in age; sex and fitnaas iévei for many sports. This caicuiator
£5225 participation and injury data to emimatg the potentiai probabiiity of injury for individuals in apecifiad age;

533x and {imam categorieg. Smrtscwer i5: one 0? thin wnrld’a ieading spans, inaurance Lind-:asrwritera with aver
cine miiiion airtime martin-Q wants, incimfing giayera administramm, mamas anti officiais,

For at: ages, bath gems and far both unfit and fit partimipama, iqiury rates far archery were aecond oniy to
fishing amnsng 14 spating activities {Tabia 2)‘ The injury rams efitima‘teci for girls. were about 80 percent. of the
rams; for {303$ fer aii sports: and acmzs aii age grou pings». in additian. iifgury fame: for unfit participants were await
twice (ha injury rates for fit participanm injury rates; far archers; averaged 5 to 20 timas iowar than four aii Omar
Sporting activities inciuding badminwn, mania; soccer and gait

Table 2. Spartswmr’s; estimated 2004 sperm participatim injury farm per 1,600 participaxitm'he values
shew: are far unfit individuals, Yauths» {*8th as: fit aw injured haif as :3?th as unfit participants and that trend
iwids fer aii agas and Spam.

Unfit
6413”km (M mmSims (”M mm “at: ma

fiamah- mm {mm M» ' arms“ mu.
am May was wm 96.10 99m am 99.00
ream 54319 $0.20 72322 so,» am woo
mm 32M w.» 3er 4mm «2.30 mm

23.29 was aim $.73 35.36 «.39
hfimfikafia: awe 232m “.43 am 31320 34.00
mm 21.16 awe 24..“ 2mm 2142:) um
rm 19.53. am 22.93 2735‘ am 30M
1mm ms 23.10 mm mm 2342 2330
Mama: 1m: 2m: rm am 27.20
mm: 16,3: mm mm 23m 2mm 293%
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spams INJURIES FOR SENIQRCmZENs

S?(3R‘T5 ¥N3U¥2§ES Fifi—2 SEM‘GR cmzagm
Archeryfi; Safety retard aim Mama out when analyzing swnswelated injuries of senior citizens. in
was, the 13.3.. Camumr Pmduct $afraty Commissaim“ raieased a report an amrta-retated injuries for
peopie ages. 65 and etdan Thsa report firsts the 13 spam and activities with the highest number of
rammed injuriaa and archery did mt make the list“

Table 3. Eatimated sportia—relamd injuriéa ta pemms £55 398% er aid-gr for 199.6, This iist
imiudes ssports; with Em or mot-g reportad cases. NGTE: ARCHERY WAS NOT LI$TED.

Bicycfing 11,062
{Mercia Acflvfingmifflm ”8,197
(59!! Got!mm 3,127
3mm 23mg Sgt-32
mum 5,268
minis 2318
Swimzriwmviug 2-3523
Bowling
saw 13%
Basemmma: 1,3614
Wain Vehmgs 818

flwswack. with: 731
warm 53?.mm. . ‘ ., , . .

Tm mm! 1:165ng an worm 5250‘ may inflm mm W131)!” (and;welding them With Maman 5m mmvmkzhmm netmaxim in the fist
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ARCHERY RANGE LAYOUT

he}. =
ligé, a?a sheeting Sportthe fy_

.Vranges' ' rc‘h
' ‘ . 20 yards in. am of theztar. apacedgamut
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HOW T0 START A SAFE AREHERY ,PRGGRAM‘

MSW T6 START A SAFE AREHERY TJROCWIXM
For informatian about archary programs, gt: to1mm«cm
Artheryaearchcom win help you:
iowteym dogma mailer * [mate the 3m! range
imam ”the climax: dub find um nearest cartifiad Manama"

Armer earch,cmn win 2153:: fink yeu to aims that win guide youthrong istarting an army}; pragram m” haip yau became a fiartifiedinstrmma
To 01min this puhlication érrowSportor far questions contact: 304 Brown 33%;; a

PO Bax 2258
Comfrgy, MN 58019
{866‘} 266—21676
vaamtrmmpartmg
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1, National Electronic Surveiuzmce SymamU8 Cmsumer Praduct Safety Commimm, Washingtm. as, mam-mam(30°!) 5943923,, mmcpsc.gowfibraryfneias..htmi
2‘ National $3M}: Counci!11:21 figpnng Lake Grim Rama, IL 60143-3201(63:13 285-1 121, vwmmuorg
3. $GMK Internatimal .1150} 1‘73} Street North #850, Wamingmm £3,213, 213036(20.2) ??S~1?62, wmmgmamm
4. Frmcis L. Dean 8: Asgociates1???» South Na ewitta mad, 81698, 90‘ 80): 420%, Wheaten, ii. 60mg{803) 745440» wmfdeanmmRatings far youth fipOftS are at Mm.Mean.carniyouth.sporta,teams_inwraneefateg.htm!
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Why Archery is Safer Than Golf & Fishing

New "Insight” publication by ArrowSport provides testimonials and statistics that prove archery is a safe sport enjoyed by young
and old, male and female.
Even as schools, municipalities and state wildlife agencies across the country expand archery programs and build new archery
ranges, they're continually questioned about the sport's safety record. To better address those questions, ArrowSport now offers
an 8—page, full-color "Insight" pamphlet titled, "Is Archery a Safe Sport? Yes!"
The "Insight" pamphlet provides independent research and firsthand testimonials from teachers, administrators and instructors
that show archery is one of North America's safest sports. The pamphlet is available to schools, recreation departments, private
groups and anyone else considering whether to offer archery in their curriculum or program, or include archery ranges as part of
their facility.
"We've always known archery is fun and safe, whether you're in grade school or living in a retirement community," said Denise
Parker, vice president of the Archery Trade Association. "We were so confident in that belief that we purposely sought
independent research from the insurance industry, the Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the sporting goods industry
to see where archery stacks up in terms of safety. No matter where we looked, the statistics exceeded our expectations. This
pamphlet puts all those results into one comprehensive, easy-to-read publication."
Parker said the staff of ATA and its nonprofit foundation ArrowSport expect questions about safety every time a school or private
group considers whether to offer archery. "You have to assume that almost everyone on a school board or rec committee will
have little to no experience with archery, and that they'll ask safety questions," Parker said. "They're just doing their jobs. But
after they review this information, they'll better understand why archery is one of the safest, most beneficial sports they can
offer."
Among the information cited in ArrowSport's "Insight" publication are comparisons of injury rates per 1,000 youths participating
in archery, bowling, golf, soccer, baseball and basketball. The injury statistics are gathered by the National Electronic Injury
Surveillance System (NEISS), which is part of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). Injury rates for soccer,
baseball and basketball were 15 to 25 times greater than for archery. Further, golf and fishing produced 1.5 to 2 times as many
injuries as archery.
Because archery is so safe, insurance companies rank it with other low-danger sports such as badminton, golf and tennis. "We
have yet to hear of a school that had to take out additional liability insurance to include archery in their program," Parker said.
"Archery's track record shows it's not a sport that concerns insurance companies."
Dave Bagley, school superintendent for Antwerp Schools in Ohio, explains why archery is so safe for all age groups: "Archery
offers a controlled environment. In comparison, when you put a ball in the air and get kids running, jumping and spinning
around, almost anything can happen. Archery allows us to teach a safe, lifetime skill kids can practice almost anywhere."
The "Insight" pamphlet also explains and illustrates how to safely set up indoor and outdoor archery ranges, and the six steps
for safely conducting archery shooting lessons. As Gene Wilhoit, commissioner of Kentucky's Department of Education says,
archery is safe because a well-run class follows specific procedures.
"Because we emphasize safety with our students, conduct training for all teachers, and adhere to standard procedures, we have
a remarkable safety record," Wilhoit said. "Vigilant school districts are always concerned about liability issues, especially with
sports and recreation activities. Archery consistently proves itself one of the safest sports taught in our public schools' physical
education programs."
Copies of "Insight: Is Archery a Safe Sport? Yes!" are available from ArrowSport. Contact the foundation at (866) 266-2776;
visit its web site, www.arrowsport.org email Kelly Kelly at kellykelly@archerytrade.org.
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National Safety Council: Injury Facts 2004

The National Safety Council (NSC) was chartered by an act of Congress and is a nongovernmental, not-for-
profit, public service organization. They publish "Injury Facts" each year, summarizing statistics about all sorts
of injuries and accidents. In 185 pages, they lay out all sorts of injury and death statistics, and they compare
the US numbers against countries around the world.

Sports participation and injuries from 2002 are available.

Archery (including hunting and target) is estimated to have had 4,200,000 US participants in 2002, with 4,306
ER—reported injuries (nearly all hunter related), a rate of 0.10252380952380952380952380952381 per cent.
(0.1%)

Rates for other sports:
Baseball: 15,600,000 with 178,668 injuries = 1.15%
Basketball: 28,900,000 with 615,546 injuries = 2.13%
Billiards: 35,300,000 with 6,235 injuries = 0.02%
Football: 17,700,000 with 387,948 injuries = 2.19%
Ice Hockey: 2,100,000 with 16,435 injuries = 0.78%
Soccer: 14,500,000 with 173,519 injuries = 1.2%

If you multiply each percent by 10, you can get a ROUGH notion of comparisons. For every 1 person injured in
archery and visiting an ER as a result, 21 (l) Americans visited an ER because of basketball, 22 due to
football, 8 due to ice hockey, and America's pastime, baseball, delivered more than 11 people to the ER in
2002 for every 1 archer in an ER.

It is very difficult to derive many sound conclusions based on the emergency room documents involved in this
study. Most serious presentations in ERs appear to be due to broadheads (stepping on them in a closet, for
example, or simply putting them on to the shaft and slicing the finger), falling out of tree stands, while the
severest injuries are from hunting-related accidents rather than target archery. Many less staid presentations
are due to string slap (totally avoidable) on the arm. Some were of the "Darwin Award" category and a few
were sadly unsupervised youth activities.

Compared to the usually practiced sports, one thing can be reliably deduced and that is the general safety of
archery, compared to most all other sports. Proper coaching, especially of the complete novice, would
probably have resulted in many of the string slaps and other simple injuries being avoided.

http://www.texasarchery.orglelettersl20050316.htm#article2 (modified for simplicity of reading)
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Archery In Schools Program Launches lnto Equality State

7/25/2003

CASPER - Some Wyoming students will be on target this year with help from the Game and Fish Department.
But first, their teachers need to aim in the right direction.

Twelve schools have been selected by the G&F to pilot the Wyoming’s first Archery in the Schools Program.
Co-created by the Kentucky Departments’ of Education and Fish and Wildlife Resources, the curriculum
covers archery history, safety, technique, mental concentration and self-improvement. More importantly, the
program promotes confidence and self-worth because the sport is accessible to all students, no matter their
age, gender or athletic ability. Before implementing the two-week course this fall, 18 teachers, as well as a
number of G&F personnel and Hunting and Fishing Heritage Expo volunteers, will train Aug. 3-5 in Casper.

“Archery is really and truly a way of life,” said Brent Manning, G&F director and avid archer. “It is an alternative
to the bad things young people can get involved in. “So when a very good friend of mine, the director of
Kentucky’s Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, talked to me about the program and showed me how
successful it had been, wanted to share it with Wyoming’s youth.”

The teachers will be undergoing the National Archery Association Level and Level II training program at
Roosevelt High School in Casper. The workshop stresses safety and technique, with a special emphasis
placed on teaching the new archer. The G&F feels especially fortunate to recruit Rod White, Olympic archery
gold medallist in 2000 and bronze medallist in 1996, as one of the lead instructors.

In addition, the teachers will be receiving their Archery in the Schools program “kits.” The equipment, from the
bows to the Kevlar arrow-resistant nets, is state-of—the art and designed to fit every student. Archery
manufacturer Brennan Industries and the G&F are splitting the $4,800 cost of the program kits needed for
each school. The equipment, which includes 10 right-handed and one left-handed compound bows, will be on
permanent loan to the school as long as they participate in the program.

Although certificating the teachers will not relieve the school’s liability, it does give the instructor the backing of
the National Archery Association, especially if safety issues arise, though it should be noted there has never
been a documented archery injury in a school program.

The pilot high schools are Buffalo, Campbell County, Cheyenne Central and East, Powell, Shoshoni, Wind
River and Roosevelt in Casper. Pilotjunior high/middle schools are Cody, Dubois, Rock Springs and Twin
Spruce in Gillette.

Archery has been a big draw at the Hunting and Fishing Heritage Expo, and Expo volunteers will also be
completing archery instruction certification. That way, students and families attending the Expo will also benefit
from the new Archery in the Schools program.

For more information about the Archery in the Schools program, which is part of the G&F’s Outdoor
Recreation Education Opportunities Program or OREO, contact Patty Stevens at (307) 777-4552

http:/Igf.state.wy.uslserviceslnewslpressreleases/03l07/25/O30725_2.asp
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Schools hit bull's-eye with archery program
By Steve McClain Staff Writer

A whistle blows and students step to the line, bows drawn and prepared to fire
their arrows. As the arrows zip toward the Olympic-style targets, students know
how fast the arrows travel, know archery safety and history.

It's part of the National Archery in Schools program that safely teaches archery
in more than 200 public schools across the state. Organizers with the Kentucky
Departments of Education and Fish and Wildlife Resources hail the program
as not just another P.E. unit, but an activity that incorporates core content
areas and taps students‘ desire to compete regardless of athletic ability.

"I won first place in the elementary division last year, and once did well, I
decided to do it again and see how I'd do," said Elliott County seventh—grader
Whitney Fannin, who recently placed third in the middle school division at a
national tournament.

Educational, physical benefits

Roy Grimes, an assistant commissioner with the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife and an avid archer
who helped launch the program, and Connie Shackelford, Health and Physical Education Consultant with the
Department of Education's curriculum division, helped develop a curriculum focusing on Olympic-style target
archery that was KERA—compliant.

"Language arts, math, science and arts and humanities are incorporated into the curriculum," Shackelford
said. "Students calculate velocity and graph the path of the arrows, learn the history of archery, safety
procedures and there are prompts for portfolio pieces." "KDE has provided us with some units that can be
incorporated into our classrooms, dealing with physics and math," said Trigg County superintendent Tim
McGinnis. "When you can take a child's interest and use that to make a connection with the core content,
that's tremendous."

The controlled atmosphere in class eases any concerns of safety. Students follow whistle commands that
signal when they can approach the shooting line, draw their bow, fire and retrieve their arrows. Grimes said
there has never been an archery accident at school in the country, and Shackelford added studies show the
only safer sport is bowling.

"We've heard that it is so controlled, that core content teachers who have these students after P.E. say they
are better behaved and ready for direction," Grimes said.

People may not think of archery as a rigorous physical activity, but Shackelford said it is amazing how much
core strength is needed, and it also builds muscle endurance, flexibility and breathing techniques that can
transfer to other sports.

"We were looking for something to get more students involved, especially if those students weren't in good
shape to play basketball," said Denise Boggs, a teacher at lsonville Elementary in Elliott County who was a
professional archer for 10 years. "We needed something to get them active."

Corbin board member and physical therapist Lisa Cleary said the program has been a real asset.
"It helps improve upper body strength, grip strength, eye-hand coordination, dexterity and mental
concentration," she said. "I think it is a great athletic alternative and provides a different type of exercise."
"l've got students wanting to come to PE. now and not wanting out of it," said Corbin Middle P.E. teacher
Patty Smith.

Grimes said schools interested in starting the archery program should contact him, identify a teacher to
undergo training, then purchase a standard equipment kit - 11 bows, five dozen arrows, five Olympic-style
targets, a backstop net, eight floor quivers, a repair kit and an equipment box. Kentucky schools pay $2,033,
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while out-of-state schools pay $2,700. Donations and contributions from the archery industry cut schools'
costs.

Anyone can participate

When the PE. units were being developed, the hope was that students of any size or skill level would
succeed, and teachers say that is happening.

"Kids who couldn't play ball are shooting bows," said Kenneth Roark, principal and coach at LeathenNood
Elementary in Perry County. "I can think of several kids who don't play ball, but went to the national
tournament. They wouldn't be involved in any extracurricular activity if not for archery."

"Everyone has equal opportunity in archery competition. You can be a big kid or a little kid," said Patrick
Crawley, a math teacher and archery coach at Cumberland County.

School board members where the program is in place praise it for including more than the stereotypical
athlete.

"It gives students that otherwise wouldn't have the opportunity to do this to get interested. It gives them a
sense of belonging with other students," said Cumberland County board member Lovell Grider, whose
daughter Whitney participates. "I know I would have enjoyed something like this when was at Cumberland
County High."

"lt fills a niche and benefits those younger kids that maybe don't want to play basketball," said Elliott County
board member Joe Salyers.

Organizers have also found special needs students do well in archery.

"A lot of times, special education students can't focus on one thing for a long time," said Tina Davis, athletic
director at Trigg County and coach of the district's ArrowCats. "I think it's helped them to understand the
importance of focus."

"Archery is fun. It shows you how to concentrate your mind," said J.J. White, a Trigg County seventh-grade
special education student. "I remember that I've got to concentrate at home and keep my grades up in As and
Bs."

Grimes said these students are perfect examples of who the program was geared for.

"The subtitle of the program was, 'Because not everyone can dunk the ball,"' he said. "You don't have to be
fast, strong or tail to be good at archery. We've also had students in wheelchairs and with special needs that
do well."

Aiming for the future

When Grimes first approached KDE on starting the archery program, the idea was to start another high school
sport. However, Education Commissioner Gene Wilhoit suggested starting the program at the middle school
level.

"The smartest thing we've done in this program is say 'Yes' to that," said Grimes. "We changed our focus from
high school sports, which would have been a very elite group of archers, probably existing archers."

Grimes said the goal of archery becoming a high school sport sanctioned by the Kentucky High School Athletic
Association is still on the horizon. "When we get 20 percent of the high schools indicating an interest, KHSAA
will consider sanctioning it. We‘re within five schools of that, and think by summer we'll be having those
discussions."

More importantly, the students are learning a lifetime sport.
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"l played football earlier, but my coach told me I'd have to pick between football and shooting, and I picked
shooting," said Graham Cofield, a Trigg County sophomore who won a national championship at the recent
tournament in Louisville.

"The number one goal for PE. teachers is to provide kids opportunities for a lifetime," said Greg Adkins, an
elementary P.E. teacher and archery coach at Elliott County. "This is something can see these kids be
involved in 20, 30 years from now."

Brad Hughes, KSBA's communications director, contributed to this article.
http://www.ksba.orglKSA0504%20archery.htm
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Southern California bans bowhunters
Recent politicking in Burbank and Imperial Beach has raised the ire of fans of bows

and arrows
By James A. Swan, Ph.D. Author "In Defense of Hunting"

In sunny San Diego, for decades, archers have been allowed to bowfish for sharks and rays from the pier or
shore at imperial Beach.

And it is thought there never has been a bowhunting-related injury to any of the more than 2 million-plus
swimmers surfers or onlookers that visit the beach yearly.

Nonetheless, in early July the City Council passed an
ordinance banning bowfishing at Imperial Beach. “ There is still the potential for

an accident. It just boils down
Admittedly an arrow could injure a surfer, but archers who to acting in a reasonably concerned
wanted to bowfish at Imperial Beach were required to pass a manner. ”
safety course and obtain a certificate. They also were _ A Burbank City Council member
prohibited from bowfishing during the daytime in the summer. responding to the fact there have been no
And, swimmers and surfers were not allowed within 20 feet bowhunting accidents in area where a
from the pier. bowhunting ban recently was enacted
If the city fathers wanted to reduce risks, what about those surfers crashing into swimmers, or each other?
Recent risk assessment research has concluded that water kills a child every 8 minutes. Maybe the ocean
should be banned to make the beach really safe.

A second blow to bowhunting in Southern California was recently struck by the city of Burbank. You may think
of Burbank as the home of Walt Disney, Warner Brothers, Columbia, NBC studios and the Griffith Park Zoo,
but on the northeast side of the city lie the Verdugo Mountains that rise to 1,000 feet.

At more 7 miles long and 3 miles wide at their widest part, the Verdugos are part of the San Gabriel Mountains
and home to some 500 deer, along with numerous rabbits, quail and coyotes, which, until this spring, have
been legal game for archers.

Last fall some hikers got upset about seeing bowhunters in the Verdugos. Their complaints led to the passage
of Burbank City Ordinance 3616, which forbids anyone "but a peace officer or animal control officer" acting in
the line of duty from shooting arrows in the city limits — except at public and private archery ranges, of which
there are none.

Admitting that there have been no bothnting accidents in the history of Burbank, one city council member
explained the reason for the ban: " There is still the potential for an accident. ltjust boils down to acting
in a reasonably concerned manner."

In terms of risk, archery is one of the safest of all sports. Accidents in competition are unheard of.

There are 6 million bowhunters nationwide. From 1993 to 1998, the last five years for which data is available,
injuries per year have never been more than 20, and fatal injuries per year range from three to six. Most of
these are people falling, especially out of treestands.

Contrast those stats with much more injury—prone golf, tennis, badminton, baseball, touch football and even
ping pong, let alone trail biking or skateboarding, and then let's talk about the potential for an accident.
Burbank already has an existing ordinance that makes it illegal to shoot arrows within 250 feet of a road, trail
or building. California's Fish and Game code outlaws shooting across roads or within 150 yards of a home,
unless it is your own.

The trails in the Verdugo Mountains have growing numbers of speeding mountain bikes, which do cause
accidents. Why not outlaw trail bikes and joggers who cause more accidents? ls safety the real issue, or is it
hunfing?
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When the Burbank City Council passed anti-bowhunting measure this spring, they must have expected to
receive bouquets from various anti-hunting and anti-weapons groups. What they got was a delegation of angry
bowhunters, headed by Craig Fritz, a vice president of California Bowman Hunters, and Curtis Herrmann,
state director of National Bowhunter Education Foundation, with backing from the California Department of
Fish and Game. The DFG asserts Burbank is interfering with the state's constitutionally guaranteed right to
manage wildlife, including setting hunting seasons.

Initially, Burbank did not even file an environmental impact statement on the proposed law. They city elders felt
such a decision could have no significant impact on the environment, and thus was exempt from review under
the California Environmental Quality Act. The bowhunters and California DFG quickly challenged that.

For many years bowhunting has been the primary way to manage wildlife in the Verdugo Mountains,
especially the deer herd, which ventures into residential areas to forage, wanders onto highways, attracts
mountain lions and carries Lyme disease. Bowhunters also have helped control the local coyote population
that feeds not only on young deer, but cats and dogs —— and represents a threat to young children.
Realizing the error in their ways, Burbank conducted an Environmental Impact Study, which concluded that
banning bowhunting in the city limits would not have any environmental consequences. The Council accepted
the Negative Declaration on May 20 by a vote of 5-0.

The California DFG has previously contested situations where a local government tried to take over wildlife
management without the state's permission, and the state has prevailed. Imagine the crazy-quilt pattern of
wildlife management that would crop up if every political jurisdiction could make up its own wildlife laws.
Methods of urban wildlife control also are in question here. Despite what the Burbank Environmental Impact
Study may claim, if you stop hunting in an area, animal behavior will change, populations will grow unless
something else is done to control them, damages will occur and there will be more human-animal encounters
— both positive and negative.

In many areas, including southern California, coyotes are replacing raccoons as the nightly marauders of
garbage cans. Raccoons can spread rabies, as can coyotes. Coyote attacks on people are relatively rare, but
growing in California. If coyotes lose their fear of humans, they can become brazen. One of my neighbors had
a coyote walk into his kitchen, where his toddler was sitting in a high chair eating.

If coyotes do attack, children could be a target; but pets are tops on the menu. Friends in LA. speak of brazen
coyotes stalking cats and dogs in broad daylight and within sight of Disneyland.

You can trap or poison coyotes when they move into suburban areas, but the cheapest and safest approach is
bowhunting. It not only reduces population size but restores the animals' wariness of people, which has been
normal for as long as humans have been around.

All across America, communities are choosing to manage skyrocketing deer populations in urban areas with
bowhunting.

While the Burbank city fathers don't want bowhunters in the their hills, in Milwaukee archery is used to control
herds of deer, while other recreational activities continue.

Typically, urban bowhunters pass a special class and pay for insurance, as well as buy a hunting license.
California uses bowhunting to reduce deer and wild pigs on some parklands, such as the Lake Sonoma
Recreation Area.

Animal rights activists, of course, don't like bowhunting, let alone its use for urban wildlife control. They
advocate contraceptives administered through food -— or darts or biobullets shot into does at least once a
year.

The US. Sportsmen's Alliance recently conducted a survey of the 50 state wildlife agencies on the use of birth
control for urban deer herd control. Eighteen birth-control projects aimed at deer have been completed or are
underway in California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Wisconsin. Statistics show only 513 deer were treated during the studies.

The cost was $1,509,739, or an average of $2,943 per deer.
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Other towns have employed sharpshooters to thin deer herds. The cost per deer runs from about $100 to
almost $500. Trapping and relocating deer costs about $400 an animal, and up to 60 percent perish in
transport or soon thereafter.

The Wildlife Society and the National Bowhunter Education Foundation have done considerable research on
how to create a safe, economic and successful urban deer control program using bowhunting. Burbank has
chosen otherwise.

Northern Californians like to think of themselves are somewhat more enlightened than downstaters.
In San Francisco's Golden Gate Park, there is a large outdoor archery range, which is free and open to all.
Nearby you can rent equipment, if you don't have your own. There are no security guards or range masters
present. They trust people. Accidents are unheard of.
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To the point
Stanford Archery Program ranked ninth in nation

BY KATIE BEARMAN
Wednesday, April 14, 2am:

At this very moment, a few talented Stanford students walking around campus have officially achieved Porn
Star status.

Sorry to disappoint you, but these men and women are not actually popular figures in the sex entertainment
industry. Rather, they are members of the thriving Stanford Archery Program. Stanford archers refer to their
teammates as “Porn Stars” if they have, during the course of a single round, managed to hit three arrows in
the innermost ring of the target, thus scoring an “."X
“Contrary to popular opinion, this is actually quite hard,” said senior Helen Cheng, president of the Stanford
Archery Program.
Many are unaware that an archery program exists on campus. Indeed, when asked what she thought of this
program, sophomore Teresa Davis remarked, “Stanford has archery?”
Davis’ reaction is understandable. Archery is not a varsity sport at Stanford and therefore receives less
publicity and funding than teams. Additionally, the Stanford Archery Program is relatively new. It was founded
two years ago byjunior David Lu and computer science graduate student Keith Coleman. Coleman had shot
competitively prior to college, and, according to Cheng, Lu was interested in starting the club because he
“wanted to shoot at things, but in a safe and structured way, of course.”
The fact that there are students here who like to “shoot at things” presents significant concern to junior Dave
Singh, who commented that “Stanford Archery poses potential threats to the entire Stanford community.”

Don’t worry, Dave. Everyone who comes to shoot on the range must complete a safety instruction class,
because safety is one of the team’s top priorities. Additionally, the perimeter of the range is roped off and
follows, to a tee, the protective guidelines enforced by the National Archery Association, or NAA.

So esteemed is the archery program for its safety and excellence, in fact, that parents from all over the Bay
Area send their young children to participate in Junior Olympic Archery Development, or JOAD — a course
instructed every weekend by Stanford Archery team members.

Each Stanford archer is certified as a Level II instructor. Additionally, during the past two quarters, the archery
squad has helped out at a Girl Scout camp, held an athletic camp for kids and hosted a benefit shoot. Stanford
archers place great importance on offering exciting athletic opportunities for people both on and off campus.

“The Stanford Archery Program is called a program and not a team because we provide so much for the
community,” Cheng said. “One of our express purposes is for other people to learn about archery, which is
why we have so many community programs.”
While upholding exhaustive efforts to plan events for non-team members, the Stanford archers also practice
tirelessly in preparation for their own tournaments. They compete at large national events against universities
in which archery is a varsity sport.
Although they often must enter tournaments without a full team, they have placed very well at these events.
Currently, the Stanford Archery Program is ranked ninth in the nation and first in the Western region.

Individual members of the Archery Program have also acquired impressive honors. Cheng, for instance, won a
gold medal at the 2003 Pacific Coast Championships in the collegiate women’s recurve division. When one
considers the Program’s practice schedule, these results are not surprising.

“Just this weekend, the team woke up at 8 am. on both Saturday and Sunday for intensive training to prepare
for our upcoming tournament season. I spent five hours shooting on Saturday and nine hours on Sunday,”
Cheng said. “Normally, we train six days per week."

Cheng and her teammates take pride in their dedication and accomplishments.
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“The amazing thing is that all of this is self-motivated, because we’re not a varsity sport," she said.
Self-motivated, indeed. According to Cheng, members of the Stanford Archery Program include 19 men and
women who “take 20 units of classes, are incredibly involved with other clubs and sports, hold jobs, do
research, participate in Greek life and volunteer.”
The students in the Archery Program also attribute much of their success to their coach, Sheri Rhodes, who is
the current coach of the United States Olympic Archery team.
“Rhodes is incredible, and we are extremely lucky to have her helping us,” Cheng said.
The Stanford Archers work very hard to raise enough funds to pay Rhodes as well as buy adequate
equipment, hold tournaments and travel to competitions. Besides receiving some financial aid from the ASSU,
members of the Stanford Archery Program teach beginner and other private lessons to earn extra money.
Their participation in the JOAD program also brings in funds. Still, the Stanford Archery Program encounters
many difficulties.
“We definitely face the challenge of wanting to do more and not having the manpower to do it,” Cheng said.
As the increasingly beautiful spring weather hits campus, Stanford students will have more opportunities to
see the Stanford Archery Program in action. With the help of Economics professor and avid archer Steve
Tadelis, the program has launched a student-initiated archery course this quarter.
Additionally, Stanford will be hosting the West Regional Intercollegiate Archery Championships. The
tournament will take place on Roble Field, April 23-25, from 8 am. to 3 pm. Recognized by the NAA, this
event will include about 50 archers representing several universities.
The Stanford Archery Program is always enthusiastic to take in new members. One need not have archery
experience to participate; there are practices for beginners, and the Archery Program provides equipment for
those who want to learn how to shoot. Students who join the team will be in good company.
http://daily.stanford.edultempo?page=content&id=13750&repository=0001_article
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Other ARCHERY Quotes and Notes

Archery at NCSU

The sport of archery has a proud tradition for many southerners. Dating as far back as the settlers of this great
state who needed there bows and guns for food. These men lived or died on their ability to shoot accurately. It
was only natural that one day they banded togetherjust to see who was the most proficient at their sport. This
tradition is still very much alive and kicking even now, and there are many people who would be interested in
banding together for the same purpose as those men many years ago.

How safe are youth shooting sports?

The National Youth Sports Safety Foundation released a study of youth sports deaths for the years 1984-
1988. The study identified 276 deaths in 14 different youth sports. Numbers ranged from a high of 69 deaths in
baseball and 63 in football down to a low of 1 in volleyball. No deaths were attributed to youth target shooting
activities. All statistics support the conclusion that archery, under the direction of responsible and capable
adult leaders, are among the safest activities available to young people.

Archery in the Schools Program (AIS)

This program is designed to introduce Olympic-style archery into middle schools throughout Arizona. The
program provides middle school P.E. programs with training, equipment and curriculum, to introduce youth to
archery. For more information, contact Anthony Chavez at 602-789—3395.
http://www.azgfd.govloutdoor_recreationlbasf_classes.shtml

Archery Statistics:

1) 1998 Statistics: 39 sports were monitored by the NEISS (National Injury Surveillance System).
Basketball came in first with 631,189 injuries, baseball with 180,582 injuries, and football with 355,247.
Archery came in with the least.

2) Alister Taylor, a writer for the Nock-Nock (an archery magazine), noted that when she discussed the
liability rates for sports with industry officials, they pointed out that archery is the sport that the
insurance industry considers to be the safest and therefore has the lowest premiums.

From Michael Rael, UCLA

At UCLA we have a bin (like the ones of the back of a Mack truck) that we store all the club equipment in. It's
kept locked when no one's practicing and all the club officers hold a key to the bin.

Club members are allowed to keep their personal equipment or club equipment that is reserved for them in
their dorm rooms or apartments. UCLA Housing has given us trouble over this fact more than once because
of UCLA's no weapons on campus rule - even though CA state says that a bows and arrows are not weapons.

We have never had an incident where anyone hurt themselves or someone else with their archery equipment
outside of practice and the worst we've had during practice is someone getting poked with the back end of the
arrow when someone else was pulling it out of the target.
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From Robert Pian, AZ JOAD and Collegiate Archery

Risk is directly related to attitude.

On sites, the leadership and tolerance of inappropriate behavior has a direct relationship overall project quality
and safety.

What Sun Devil Archery has in place is a commitment to NAA instructor certification of its leadership and the
lessons learned by hosting tournaments frequently that teach the club responsibility and safety procedures.

Rules are only as good as the people that abide by them. Sun Devil Archery has the people and program to
exceed safety expectations.

Bob Pian
Arizona Junior and Collegiate Archery
8681 East Via De Negocio
Scottsdale, AZ 85258

azioad@cox.net
Phone 602-228-0465
Fax 480-991-2623

From Frank Thomas, Texas A&M

We run all our programs through Rec Sport’s sport club organization. Technically, weapons aren’t allowed
in dorms but as long as we don’t take them out of their case or put the recurves together they usually let
us slide. Note your insurance is provided by the NAA when you are a collegiate club.

—- Frank Thomas
Associate Department Head and Chair
Physical Education Activity Program
Department of Health and Kinesiology
Texas A&M University
979-845-7430

From Lloyd Brown, 2-time U.S. Olympic coach, NAA Director, and NADA Coordinator

In the West, we have programs at Stanford, UCLA, and Biola University. Cal State Long Beach also has a
program. The College Division has never had an accident since they started in 1967 or something like that.

From Tina Blake, Embry-Riddle

l have shot archery in both high school and college competitions and have never seen or heard of an accident
within my ten years of competition.
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From Rita Nicholson, Accordia Insurance (NAA insurance provider)

We at Accordia can tell you that in the past five years we have not had any losses in archery. This is
considered a low risk sport.

NCSU Policies

Effective: February 17, 1990
Revised: November 22, 2002

POL 11.35 .1: Code of Student Conduct

Policy

4.1.23 Weapons

Unauthorized use, possession or storage of any weapon on University premises or at University sponsored
activities. The term weapon includes but is not limited to: gun, rifle, pistol, bow, dynamite cartridge, bomb,
grenade, mine, bowie knife, dirk, dagger, sword, num-chucks, sling shot, leaded cane, switch-blade knife,
black jack, metallic knuckles, stun gun, and knife with a blade five or more inches in length. It also includes
chemicals such as "mace," "pepper spray" or tear-gas (if used in an illegal manner).

Sources

Code of Student Conduct
http://www. ncsu. edu/policz'es/student_services/student__discipline/POL1 1.35. 1.php
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